hey I'm NASA Kennedy's Patrick hutchison taking you inside KSC NASA's osiris-rex mission began there's the evening September 82 the soaring launched into the floor disguise bolted to the top of a United Launch Alliance Atlas 5 rocket the osiris-rex spacecraft capitalized on a flawless cam down an on-time liftoff we put on course to the asteroid venue NASA's launch services program based here at Kennedy recorded another successful launch campaign as the launch team celebrated the start of an ambitious mission osiris-rex will spend
the next two years reaching bending then

we'll conduct a detailed survey of the

asteroid and even collect a small sample

from its surface at that point the

spacecraft will come back to her to drop

off the sample then researchers can look

at it first hand for clues to the

origins of the solar system and for

hints at how life began here and

remember spaceport magazine挖得更深

inside KSC